Activities and Cultural Immersion

FALL A 2020

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 18 7PM PST
USC SPIRIT & TRADITIONS
From our rich academic history to current Trojan traditions, we’ll give you the inside scoop on everything USC in this fun, interactive workshop. Fight On!
usc.zoom.us/j/99627357712

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2 7PM PST
AMERICAN SLANG AND IDIOMS
Join us for this fun, casual, workshop where we’ll teach you popular regional slang and idioms that you may hear in everyday conversations.
usc.zoom.us/j/92750632727

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9 7PM PST
USC/IA TRIVIA BOWL
Play along and learn fun facts about USC, and the International Academy, as we test your knowledge with a game of trivia.
usc.zoom.us/j/92890778805

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16 7PM PST
ONLINE COOKING CLASS
Brush up on your kitchen skills, and learn to prepare some favorite American dishes, using simple ingredients and techniques.
usc.zoom.us/j/94440717207

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23 7PM PST
AMERICAN HOLIDAY WORKSHOP
Season’s Greetings! Discover the songs, foods, and festive traditions Americans will be enjoying during the upcoming Halloween, Thanksgiving, and Christmas holiday celebrations.
usc.zoom.us/j/92320162472

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 25 7PM PST
GETTING INVOLVED & FINDING YOUR SQUAD AT USC
Discover ways to engage in the USC community! We’ll share resources on how you can join some of the 1,000+ recognized student organizations at USC.
usc.zoom.us/j/97196521643

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16 7PM PST
AMERICAN HOLIDAY WORKSHOP
Season’s Greetings! Discover the songs, foods, and festive traditions Americans will be enjoying during the upcoming Halloween, Thanksgiving, and Christmas holiday celebrations.
usc.zoom.us/j/92320162472

IF YOU'RE IN CHINA: 10:00 AM (+1 DAY)
IF YOU'RE IN JAPAN: 11:00 AM (+1 DAY)